Publications list The following list includes peer-reviewed original contributions appearing in international journals, formal proceedings of highly selective international conferences and formal proceedings of international workshops.¹

Publications in journals


¹Note on the order of authors During my research career the order of authors in a publication has always been a matter of previous agreement with the coauthors and is either alphabetical or by contribution level. In publications marked with (contribution) the order of authors is determined by the contribution level (first author should be considered as a truly main author). For all the others with multiple authors, marked with (alphabetic), alphabetic order is used. When this is the case the contribution level should be considered balanced among all authors.
Publications in conference proceedings


2. Paolo Turrini; Endogenous Boolean Games; *Proceedings of the 23rd International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence (IJCAI 2013)*, Beijing, China; Francesca Rossi (eds.) AAAI (2013, 390-396 )

3. Paolo Turrini; Agreements as Norms; *Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Deontic Logic in Computer Science (DEON 2012)*, Bergen, Norway; Thomas Ågotnes and Jan Broersen and Dag Elgesem (eds.), Lecture Notes in Computer Science (Volume 7393, 2012, p.31-45).


---

2AAMAS is the top conference in Multi-Agent Systems and among the most important ones in Artificial Intelligence. Its acceptance rate for full papers is around 22%. The review process is double-blind.

3IJCAI is the top conference in Artificial Intelligence. Its acceptance rate for full papers is around 11%. The review process is double-blind.
Publications in workshop/symposia formal proceedings


